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Harlequin Harlequin, in heraldry, harlquinal and hurlquinal, originally meant "a hillock, a mound," which
came to be applied to hills and other elevated surfaces, as on the facade of a building. The French
symbol for Harlequin is the Harlequin coat, a red and gold chevron charged with three white, three-

looped crosslets on argent, a reference to the three loops at the tips of the chevron, often associated
with the story of Harlequin and the Cobweb. This story, probably originating in the 16th or 17th century,

relates that Harlequin, a playing card, fell in love with a courtesan named Columbine. During his
courtship, Harlequin created a set of steel cards coated with silk, whose patterns were so complicated
that no ordinary human could assemble them; to his consternation, Columbine simply packed the steel
cards into a small box and replaced them with silver cards. After the king heard about this trick, he had
Harlequin arrested and taken to prison. Harlequin's imprisonment caused him to see things differently,
and he dreamed up a scheme to deceive Columbine with a new set of cards. In the new set, the pattern
was designed with a motto that spelled "Vivamus happy," but when the cards were displayed and turned

upside down, it was seen to spell "Vivamus sad." The Harlequin Coat may therefore be shown with the
motto, Vivamus aegre, which may be translated into English as "Let us be happy." The Harlequin Rapier
has a different origin: it is not a steel blade with a hinged frame, but a hinged steel blade. The hinged-

blade version was first used in 15th-century Spain (the so-called "Spanish" rapier), and the term "rapier"
probably came from Spanish rapier. Harlequin is the most famous version of the rapier. History and

etymology The name harlequin, in the sense of "hillock, sloping-sided ridge of ground," derives from Old
French hèrlequin. The word was adopted through Old French into Middle English harlachencie as a

reference to the hillock-shaped mound on which certain castles were built. The corresponding term in
Low German was bruchling, and in Middle Low German hèrlingz. The word is
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we can’t make.Q: Reason for 2 consecutive insertions in a vector I

understand that an entry is inserted in a vector, if in case of collision
the default insert position is used. But my question is, is there any

other condition for 2 inserts? I'm using Visual studio 2008. A: A vector
does not guarantee that elements will be inserted or removed in
sorted order. I assume you are talking about a Vector class. You
should read about std::vector::resize. TORONTO -- The Toronto

Argonauts are set to raise about $8 million for 2016 by selling naming
rights for practices, gyms and concessions at BMO Field, according to

a source. Terms of the deal were agreed to at the owner level with
the Argos and BMO Field management and have now been signed,
the source said. The source, who declined to be identified because

they were not authorized to discuss financial matters, said the team is
looking to raise the funds through several marketing avenues. The

field naming rights will help raise the funds as the team is looking to
increase its attendance. The source said that currently attendance
numbers are comparable with the 2015 season, but it is targeting a

healthy increase. The best-selling team in the CFL for the second year
in a row, the Argos are sold out for 15 of 16 games this season, with

only a game of that 16-game slate remaining at home. The Argos sold
out BMO Field for the first time this season in November. The team
generated $1.41 million in revenue from the sale, according to the

source, and it is expected this year will generate additional income. A
memo distributed by the club to season-ticket holders this morning

said the Argos will be partnering with the Windsor, Ont., radio station
102.1 The Bounce for pre- and post-game shows at all home games

this year. The Argos have extended their affiliation with the Edmonton
Eskimos for the 2016 season.module.exports = function(config) {

config.set({ basePath: '..',
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